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The pictogram representing a woman to indi-
cate women’s toilets is a subject of controversy, 
prompting various questions relating to the 
sign’s validity and design. This paper research-
es the representation of the female ﬁgure. More-
over, we propose different graphic solutions 
and viable approaches to reconsider the design 
of this pictogram for our contemporary society.
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The female ﬁgure in History 
Since Prehistory, the human being has been 
represented in many ways, on many media and 
through varied iconography. Around two-hundred 
Prehistoric female sculptures have survived, such 
as the Venus of Willendorf, Grimaldi or Lespugue. 
These share a set of anatomical features with a very 
speciﬁc pattern: obese bodies, huge breasts and 
protruding stomachs.
Similarly, in cave paintings we ﬁnd female ﬁgures 
with accentuated sexual attributes. The exaggera-
tion of such features has been linked to fecundity; 
which is to say, these representations highlight the 
relevant role of women in Paleolithic communities 
as guarantors of the survival of the group. Gerard 
Blanchard stresses the idea that a shape may be 
determined by a social role. This author compiles 
a gamut of signs with varying degree of simpliﬁ-
cation, from which he reﬂects on the “sexual dif-
ferentiation that deﬁnes the visual identity of man 
and woman. For the former, a thin waistline, ﬂat 
chest and important sex. For women, breasts and 
sex (pubic triangle); an inverted heart-shaped ab-
domen (fecundity of women, for such a long time 
a deﬁning feature of the goddesses-mothers, the 
body shape of vase, jug and amphora”.1 
In Ancient Egypt, we ﬁnd that among the taxog-
rams2 used in hyeroglyphs, there are two different 
representations for man and woman. The ﬁrst one 
is used to refer to “male aspects” such as “son” or 
“husband”, while the second one has female con-
notations, such as “mother”.3 The Sumerians ad-
vanced the process of abstraction of the female and 
masculine signs, through a synthesis of the sexual 
organs. According to Adrian Frutiger,4 if we com-
pare these Summerians signs for man (pennis) and 
woman (vulva) with their Egyptian contemporar-
ies for the same meaning, we could appreciate that 
even though the hyeroglyphs show the entire body, 
«their legibility is much more “imprecise” than that 
of the Summerian signs».
From another point of view we could value Chi-
nese characters, both in arcaic ﬁgures as in the 
current signs that express the concepts “man” and 
“woman”. It can be appreciated that the female and 
male genders have been created from different 
ideas. The male character is made up of the sign 
“rice ﬁeld” and “strength”, since growing rice was 
the main occupation of Chinese men (Fig. 1).5
The proportions of Venus
The theories of proportions of aesthetic canons6 
that have appeared in speciﬁc historic moments 
point at an interesting perspective for the design 
of pictograms for people. They also suggest con-
temporary alternatives as a new take on human 
proportions. A number os artists have tried to 
racionalise the shapes of female and male bodies 
in their search of an ideal of beauty, ﬁnding the 
fundaments of their approach on concepts such a 
symmetry or geometry (Fig. 2). 
The Egyptians made a grid of identical squares, of 
18 or 22 units of height, in order to help drawing peo-
ple. On this pattern, the artist would draw the outline 
of the ﬁgure, organizing systematically on the grid 
differents points of the human body.7 Contrasting 
with this, in the Greek canon, dimensions come 
from direct observation and a minute study of real-
ity. In works as the Aphodite of Knidos, by Praxiteles 
(circa 350BC) or  Venus de Milo (2nd century BC), 
the relations between measurements of all the parts 
of the body are taking into account in the search of 
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the ideal human being. In Rome, Vitruvio would de-
ﬁne beauty based upon eurythmia and symmetria. 
Vitruvio’s approach and proportions system is 
determined with the geometrical inscription of 
the human ﬁgure, arms and legs spread, within a 
square, which is also inscribed within a circle. Once 
these parameters were stablished, the proportions 
of the different parts of the body are generated 
with regards to a module that takes as a constant 
the measurement of the head, or the foot. During 
the Middle Ages, painters would simplify the body 
applying simple geometrical layouts, or following 
elementary patterns. Panofsky compares the me-
dieval system against the previous ones, deﬁning 
the Egyptian method as constructive, the Classi-
cal Antiquity as anthropometric, and the Middle 
Ages system as schematic.8 With the arrival of the 
Renaissance, neoplatonic theories of man as a mi-
crocosmos would be recovered again, and beauty 
would once more measured according to propor-
tion and eurythmy. Authors such as Alberti, Pa-
cioli, Piero della Francesca, Leonardo da Vinci or 
Albrecht Dürer, carried out studies on human pro-
portions. The Golden Ratio or Divine Proportion 
is one of the concepts that are more important in 
the art of the Renaissance; Luca Pacioli would de-
ﬁne the Golden Number, which expresses “a ratio 
which exists in nature and which implies and con-
ditions its beauty and harmony”.9 In Leonardo da 
Vinci’s work we see the harmonious relationships 
between the different parts of the human body and 
of these with the complete body (Fig. 3). 
We may list some differentiating elements of gen-
der, cultural aspects, social clichés, traditional roles, 
and above all, anatomical differencies. However, as 
we get closer to the pictograms currently used, we 
see how these do not display speciﬁc anatomical 
features of each gender, and that female identity is 
constructed from a schematised version of the male 
identity, to which a dress or skirt is added.
Once There Was a Pictogram to a Skirt At-
tached
In the twentieth century, the implantation and 
spread of signage systems arises the need to develop 
two signs, for male and female, to indicate the use of 
toilets in common areas or public spaces. Otto Neu-
rath  and Gerd Arntz developed the Isotype system 
(International System of Typographic Picture Edu-
cation) with the objective of conveying information 
throughout a simple sign system.10 If we analyse the 
ﬁgures of man and woman, we can appreciate that 
the differences between them consists in the woman 
being represented with a variety of clothes and hair-
styles, with the constant of a skirt. However, some 
anatomical differences are also evident: the woman 
has breasts, her ﬁgure narrows at the waist and it dis-
plays more slender legs than the man’s. (Fig. 4).11
The increase of international travelling trig-
gered a collaboration in the mid 1970s between 
the American Institute of Graphic Arts (AIGA) 
and the U.S. Department of Transportation. The 
result was an airport signage system “that could 
be clearly read and understood by travellers in a 
hurry, even in the case that they were not ﬂuent in 
English”.12 This family of signs, which is still valid 
today, is a clear reference for research on design 
of icon and pictogram systems. If we focus on the 
message “Women’s toilets”, we will see that as Ellen 
Lupton and J. Abbott Miller state, “the difference 
between male and female bathrooms is signiﬁed by 
the addition of a cultural mark to the generic hu-
man form: the ﬁn-like extrusions representing the 
woman’s dress”. The same essay refers to the signs 
proposed by National Lampoon in the mid 1970s, 
highlighting that they express differences between 
men and women through an anatomical represen-
tation. However, the design committee of AIGA/
DOT decided to keep the “already-conventional 
device of the ﬁn-like party dress”.13 
We know that in spaces where large events take 
place, with crowds of people from different countries 
and cultures, signage plays a very important role. 
This is the case of the Olympic Games, in which 
we can locate some of the oldest models for toilet 
signs. In 1964 they took place in Tokio. In the family 
of pictograms designed for this event, woman and 
man differ in three elements. The ﬁrst difference is 
in the torso, which is nearly half of the man’s torso. 
Another difference can be found in the clothes, with 
the woman dressing a huge, semicircular skirt. The 
last distinctive element is the size of their legs, which 
are bigger and wider in the male ﬁgure.
In the pictograms of the Olympic Games of Mex-
ico (1968), the signs for the toilets mantained the 
same differentiating features than in the previous 
case, although the skirt is smaller, displaying a tri-
angular structure. In this case, the designer added 
another distinctive feature by incorporating hair to 
the pictogram for women.
In 1972, in the Olympic Games of Munich, the 
pictogram design was commissioned to Otl Aicher, 
who introduced a signiﬁcant conceptual innova-
tion by presenting a grid on which all signs where 
created, based upon human movement. In these 
signs, the woman keeps her famous dress/skirt and 
the proportions are conditioned by the geometrical 
patterns of the rest of the family, and by the struc-
ture of the male sign (Fig. 5).
 
Paradoxes of the “female toilet” pictogram: 
this sign means what it means
Nowadays we ﬁnd numerous pictogram systems 
in which the skirt is a distinctive feature which al-
lows to identify the female gender. In the examples 
shown in ﬁgure 5, a series of patterns of graphic 
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solutions repeat themselves in different signs and 
allow us to point out a series of reﬂections. Differ-
ent alternatives may be appreciated with varying 
degrees of iconicity and schematisation which not 
always adapt themselves to the structure of the 
referent. Also, some anatomical features that are 
consubstantial to human ﬁgure (arms and legs) 
are either exaggerated or have been completely 
removed. For instance, in some cases the two legs 
have been uniﬁed into an only one, thus evok-
ing an ice lolly or a manequin; in other cases it is 
arms which disappear. On the other hand, some 
examples bring formal coordination with visual 
identity to the extreme, so human proportions are 
comparatively less important. A different approach 
consists in designing pictograms using the iden-
tity markers of a typography. However, the signs 
may acquire shapes that are not very natural, when 
the proportions of alphabetical features impose 
themselves over the proportions of human bodies. 
In some of these cases, the use of a graphic line 
enables the construction of ﬁgures in which their 
counters contribute to deﬁning the torso and/or 
hips, as well as to marking the extension of limbs.
Lastly, we can value the dress type used, with 
a variety of types of skirts which differ in aspecst 
such as their length, fullness, size and shape. Thus, 
the pictograms acquire connotations which sug-
gest contexts that are too speciﬁc, as though the 
woman had dressed for a speciﬁc social event.
Semiotics help us understand cultural processes 
as communication processes. According to this dis-
cipline, a sign makes reference to something and 
has meaning for someone within a given cultural, 
temporal context.14 Curiously with the female picto-
gram is that if we make a ﬁrst reading what we see 
is «a person wearing a skirt, who is standing doing 
nothing». If we consider the sign cattegories deﬁned 
by Charles Morris,15 the female toilet pictogram is a 
sign that is both iconic, indicial and symbolic. (Fig. 
6). It is iconic since there is a relationship of simmi-
larity with a woman. When it is seen placed up on 
a door, the indicial function prevails, since it indi-
cates that «we have ﬁnally arrived and behind this 
there is what we were looking for». Finally, it has a 
symbolic function, since in the 1970s it was agreed 
to relate such icon with the function known to all of 
us. Through that convention, the users perceive the 
sign and interprete it. When we see it, it only takes 
us a split second to decode that such sign means 
what it means, and that such space has the use that 
it has. With just a quick glance, comparing the two 
pictograms, both women and men identify which is 
the correct door that we must open.
The experts in charge of standardising this sign, 
most probably faced a problem of difficult solution, 
since it required a distinguisable code among the 
signs for each gender, for the signage of those non-
public spaces. On the one hand, it was clear that 
the function of such spaces could or should not be 
iconised in a literal way, since what we do within 
such spaces belongs to the area of our intimacy. 
On the other hand, given the universal character of 
the pictogram, the main problem was how to reﬂect 
any woman and all at the same time, in one only 
sign. Which was the logical representation of the 
female features? The male pictogram had an easy 
solution, since it could be represented with a gener-
ic human being, with reﬁned shapes, reduced to the 
essential. It had a head, trunk and limbs. Following 
this logic, the essence of the woman should show 
anatomical attributes inherent to her female condi-
tion, as bust and hips are. However, the representa-
tion of these features could suggest female nudity, 
a fact that was unconceivable and reprehensible in 
practically every culture. For this reason, the female 
pictogram was deviced to be compatible at a syn-
tactic and semantic level with the sign for the male, 
but an additional feature highlighted the anatomic 
shape of the hips: the skirt. It is obvious that such 
feature was not necessarily nor directly connected 
to the message to send.
These sociologic and anthropologic aspects were 
what determined, most probably, the graphic deci-
sion “man with a skirt is a woman”. If such ﬁgure was 
proposed for “every woman”, we may suppose that 
back then most of women in the world wore a skirt, 
regardless of its style and length. However, nowadays 
it is at least surprising that the dress is kept as a valid 
model and a true differentiating feature, present in 
the corporative signage systems of many entities.
To consider other approaches we have researched 
a number of referents that are used in a variety of 
contemporary communication contexts. In ﬁgure 7, 
we can see that some could not be very well decoded 
by the recipient, other refer to very speciﬁc environ-
ments, or they are irreverent, offensive, stereotyped 
or unacceptable in some cultures.16 Some admit a 
comical interpretation, but they are only adequate 
for some environments or very speciﬁc spheres. We 
also ﬁnd approaches that are too abstract or geomet-
rical, which interpretation is more complicated for 
the viewer. Thus, many of these proposals would not 
be valid to reconsider the design of the standardised 
sign with a universal character.
Searching for the pictogram for “every 
woman”
The controversy around this much discussed 
sign is still open within the discipline of Design. 
Every time designers have to face the challenge of 
solving a pictogram system where it is necessary 
to identify clearly the female toilet from the male 
toilet, the debate relights.
We have seen that the reference principles that 
the designer shall consider to solve a pictogram 
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system have to do with cultural adaptation and the 
logical form of the referent, with graphic brevity, 
and syntactic, semantic and pragmatic compatibil-
ity of the system.17  
This is why we would like to mention four consid-
erations and to pose some graphic hypotheses that 
could contribute to a possible update of this sign: 
1. Female pictographic structure 
In the logical structure of graphic representation of 
the female, based upon the analysis of female im-
ages, there is an underlying skeleton that we could 
denominate pictographic structure. This layout 
must comprise head, neck joined to the head and 
to the trunk, torso and upper and lower limbs. It dif-
fers from the male structure in the waist, the width 
of the shoulders and the hips (Fig. 8).
2. Line
The use of a graphic line could be a path for change 
and action to solve the recurring problems that we 
ﬁnd in the structure of the representation of the fe-
male body (Fig. 9).
3. Fullness of the dress versus female hips and torso
Perhaps it would not be necessary to exagerate the 
fullness of the dress. This way, the ﬁgure indicates 
that  there are clothes covering the hips, but they 
do not necessarily have to be a skirt. On the other 
hand, we could just highlight the woman’s hips and 
torso, without denoting a speciﬁc garment. (Fig. 9).
4. Pure geometric shapes
Another path to explore may be a synthesis of the 
human body’s shapes transforming them into pure 
geometrical shapes (circle, square, triangle). We 
can appreciate this approach in Copernicus Science 
Center model. This geometric approach allows both 
genders to be perfectly identiﬁed, freeing us from 
the sensation of looking at naked bodies. Would 
this be the optimum solution? (Fig. 7: geometry)
To update this sign we may consider the valid-
ity of other formal, semantic approaches and other 
graphic transcriptions of the sign. We shall con-
sider that the design of the pictogram will always 
be subject to revision from each cultural time, and 
that dynamics of change in societies make this an 
arduous, complex task. The communicative society 
by AIGA was thus encoded and it took root around 
the world. It took great effort to spread the use of 
the pictogram. Since the sign has been learned, 
tackling a communicative action to change it 
would be, in our opinion, counterproductive.
1 We shall be aware of the fact that pictograms 
carry an identity, not only corporative. Signs may 
be a consecuence of a certain ideology and they 
do express the vision and values of society at the 
time they were created. As a consequence, there are 
always other possible solutions. In the twenty-ﬁrst 
century, sociologic and cultural factors are chang-
ing and they will continue to change increasingly 
fast, in many aspects. Despite our being well famil-
iar with this sign, the current referent will evolve to-
wards other models, it will be updated, renewed or 
transformed in tiime in a natural, gradual way. This 
process has already happened with other signs in 
our collective imaginary, signs that were initially 
alien to us, as the years went by have become a part 
of our daily life.
It is very possible that we will have to adapt our-
selves to a greater pictographic wealth, were the 
uniﬁed sign will have different versions according 
to the degree of cultural acceptance of the refer-
ent. Perhaps we will have to develop a language 
with non-verbal syntagms, thus responding to our 
local cultural wealth. We will always have to learn 
the iconography of each region or the speciﬁc 
languate to ask “where are the women’s toilets?” 
We will guess the answers, that may come in the 
shape of gestures, also very eloquent. For, is it not 
true that we learn to say “thank you” in every place 
we travel to?  O
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